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Little skill involved in this game that all fluff, no substance. This app is a slot machine game disguised as an action oriented Viking game. For the timeless zone out, the master coin is a match. Coin Master is a free slot machine playing the game. It's easy to learn and hard to put down. Play as a guest or
connect to Facebook to play with your friends. Name your Viking. The game does not include random Viking names, so enter your own Astrid or Arvid. Choose a hilarious horned avatar helmet to go with it. Playing The MasterYou'll Coin use slot machines to earn coins, attack and attack other villages.
This is where the Viking theme ends. Coin Master has no plot or history. The goal is to keep earning coins to build, improve or repair your village and steal coins from your neighbor. If you are connected to Facebook, what neighbor you are stealing from may be your BFF. Collect coins by clicking on the
slot machine. Three in a row matches net you big wins. But you won't always get coins. The game tutorial gets you up to speed, but the controls are simple enough, you don't need it. You'll start by throwing down $60,000 at the sweet little straw house. Each item you build rewards you one star. You need
twenty stars to get to the next level of the village. As the stars of your item increase and bump up the level, your village will look less like something from how to sing your dragon after an attack. It's going to turn into something more impressive. Golden statues, anyone? But it's also pointless. Each level
opens up a new type of village and they have nothing to do with the Vikings. Seeing stars How do you get stars? Every hour you will receive five free spins of slot machines. They can accumulate, so you don't have to check in every hour. You can hold fifty spins in total. When you spin the wheel, your slot
machine win may not be a bunch of coins to slap down on your next village upgrade. Spin the pig in the mask? Raid! You get to attack the Coin Master.The Coin Master friend (if you are connected to Facebook) or a random player with most coins. Raiding is fast. Four different attack points are



automatically highlighted in the crosshairs. The game encourages you to ignore the cozy house and deer, and directs your attention to the catapult. Destroy it at the touch of a button and earn coins. Only three of the four dots will contain coins. Choose well. You will dig three times hunting for gold. When
you're done, you'll be back to the slot machine. Torroll Thor's hammer hammer, and you leave for a nearby village. If you're hooked It could be your friend's village or a casual player. Attack the village or you can click Revenge or Friends at the top of the screen. You can either bash and smash your
friend's village or browse the list of people who trashed yours. You'll see the list list names and how many stars they have so you can decide who is most worthy of your anger. Sweet Revenge is the best part of The Coin Master.Your village is not immune from fighting. You will lose a star from your shared
assembled stars. The element of your village will lose the star and return to the previous level. Click on Fix to fix this. If you rotate the Viking shield, you have earned your village automatic protection. The next attack will keep your village safe and earn the raider smaller coins. It's a pity that the three
shields are your max. If you roll up the extra shields, you'll get to re-roll. With only three shields and millions of players, your village will not stay the way you left it. You're going to lose the stars. As levels progress, it's a frustrating process. You have to save money in order to upgrade your village, but you
can't upgrade with frequent attacks. Why are stars important? The stars keep the rank and put you on the leaderboard. Earn one star for every upgrade in your village. Once you get a high enough level, you can earn stars by collecting cards. Frequent paywalls distract and encourage you to spend money
for faster alignment. It is almost impossible to play without payment. Bonanza collection cardDe you find cards? Once you hit Level 3, which is a slow grind, you can find maps in the chests of neighboring villages. The kind of village you are in will determine the type and rarity of the cards you get. Nine
cards form each collection. Fill your collection for the number of stars displayed at the top of each card and other prizes like free spins. You won't get items for duplicates. Play long enough and you can unlock pets like rhino, fox, or tiger. They don't sit there and look beautiful. Each type of pet offers
different village bonuses. Where can you run this program? Download Coin Master for your Android phone or Apple products using iOS 9 or later. Is there a better alternative? Pirate Coin Master and Smash Island Crazy Cards offer the same cutesy graphics and coin awards fun without the Viking theme.
There are still coin theft raids on neighbors. Pirate Coin Master offers different ships to build and maps to collect. Smash Island uses a wheel rather than a slot machine to rotate and build different islands. You can still attach your Facebook account so your friends can help you (or not). These games are
so close in style and mechanics. It comes down to whether you prefer one format to a slot spinning and a hilarious theme over another. Coin Master thoughtlessly and repetitive buttons clicking on the edge of entertainment. With registration time and fifty spin limit, what should be a simple time-filler can
all day. Should you download it? No, it's safe to skip the Coin Master. Not even the main story, there's little point in investing time in this this Download Pokemon Go and you find yourself dealing with the same premise - you need to catch them all. However, this time, you will do so by walking the streets of
your city. Pokemon Go is a smartphone game that lets you catch Pokemon in the augmented real world using your phone's maps and GPS. With GPS, phone cameras and mapping technology, this game changes the real world as you see it. The premise is simple - catch all the creatures around you.
Without time limits and consequences, if you don't, Pokemon Go relies on its addiction to keep you going. There are 151 different Pokemon to catch, and the nearest one will be popping up on your phone. When you approach one, throw a Pokeball on it - if you're lucky, you'll catch it. The idea of the game
is to make children notice the world around them. Since its release, it has sent hundreds outside to play. Although the graphics of the game are not perfect, though, with wide, softly drawn characters, with such exciting gameplay that hardly matters. The game uses real locations to entice players to go out
in search of Pokemon. You can download it for free, but there are also specific in-app purchases to enhance your experience with power-ups and extra items. Note that this game will eat up your data and batteries - make sure you have enough as if you're moving outside the WiFi range and charger.
Another problem is that Niantic, the company behind the game, gets huge access to your personal information. Where can you run this program? When it comes to Android devices, this game works on OS versions 5.0 and above. Apple devices 12.1.2 and above also support it. Is there a better
alternative? No, Pokemon Go is, for the moment, one of a kind. However, if you are looking for similar games, Geocaching, Ingress, and Mobbles offer similar excitement and make you move to get through the gameplay. Pokemon Go is a game that provides certain hours of fun 100% free. However, be
careful while playing and mind your actual environment. Should you download it? Yes, if you've heard about the game and felt drawn to the hype. It provides a unique gaming experience that is completely addictive - and healthy! Pokemon Go is without a doubt the biggest mobile game of all time.
Perhaps the best meme so far is the one that says: Michelle Obama has been trying to get America to go out and exercise for eight years. Nintendo did it in 24 hours. It's about as brief as you can get when it comes to Pokemon Go.In this video, Android administration members Josh Vergara and Joe
Hindi embark on a short journey to play the game themselves to see what it is. They capture Pokemon, take off the gym, mechanics, and engage in some common shenanigans, enjoying the world around them. Join Josh as he checks out Staples Center and and The attractions along with Joe, who gets
behind the bus and notifies the spectators that hitting the kids is a bad idea. It's a pretty fun little adventure and you get to see what Pokemon Go is, how it works, and how you play! Tagged: Android AuthorityPokemon GoPokemon Pokemon is one of the most popular gaming franchises in the world. It's
technically JRPG, but spun into match-three, augmented reality, and a number of other genres. So, there are a ton of games like Pokemon out there. We will focus on the two main types for this list. Beast collecting RPGs as you see on portable consoles and card game as you see in real life. Of course,
there are actual Pokemon games on your mobile phone now along with some Pokemon apps as well. Click on the links for these lists. Here are the best games like Pokemon (but not Pokemon Games) for Android.Beastie BayBulu MonsterClash RoyaleDigimon ReAriseEmulatorsEvoCreoLegends from
RuneterraMonsterCrafterMonster Hunter StoriesNeO MonstersRead more:5 best calculators Pokemon Go IV for Android15 best RPG for AndroidBeastie BayPrice: Free to play This game is a mixture of monster catching and sim so you'll have quite a bit to do. The modeling side is you to build a city,
plant crops, and manage all your resources. Then you go out into the desert, catch the beasts, trade them and fight them. There is a ton of games here and it should keep you busy for a long time. It's free to play the game, so there are some unwanted items. By and large, Kairosoft is doing good with this.
Bulu MonsterPrice: Free to playBulu Monster is something a little closer to the actual Pokemon experience. You set out to capture different creatures and then pit them against other players. The game boasts over 150 monsters in total along with 50 NPC monster trainers, 14 different maps to explore, and
a storyline for players to follow. It has online PvP under the norm, but it can be a bit of a dubious experience. It's free to play the game, but it's nice for a decent amount of time. Clash RoyalePrice: Free to playClash Royale is a duel game and it fits more according to the Pokemon card game option.
Players create a collection of monsters from the Clash of Clan Universe and fight them in online PvP against another player. You can earn different cards by filling the games and ranking up. There are also a few arenas, clan mechanics for you social people out there, and more. The game is also insanely
popular, so there's a ton of Twitch and YouTube content as well. Hearthstone is another great, super popular duel game as well. You can choose from any of the Digimon ReArisePrice: Free to playDigimon is one of Pokemon's biggest competitors, while Digimon ReArise is the latest mobile game in the
Digimon universe. It's This. Features storyline, a lot of Digimon to collect, and a lot of online players to duel. This happens outside of the typical Digimon universe and focuses more on digimon-trainer relationships. The game was a rough go when it first started due to optimization problems. Most of these
issues are gone and the game is actually pretty good. EmulatorsPrice: FreeThere has a bunch of old Pokemon games on portable consoles you can't buy anymore. So it makes sense to try them on the emulator. There are some decent ones such as John GBAC for Game Boy Color and DraStic DS
Emulator for Nintendo DS. Recently, Citra (still in beta) launched for the Nintendo 3DS as well. Just get those emulators, find games, and play. Most emulators have basics such as fast-moving modes, save and download states, cheat code support, and more. It's been the only way to actually play
Pokemon on your mobile phone for a long time and it's still a great way to play the classics. Check out these too:15 best action games for Android15 are the best strategic games for AndroidEvoCreoPrice: Free/$0.99 with in-app purchasesEvoCreo about as close to a Pokemon clone as you can get. In
this JRPG title, players start by collecting monsters, battling with other evokers (trainers), and making their way through history. Developers boast a 40-hour campaign and about 130 monsters to capture and develop. It also has cross-platform multiplayer and the ability to customize your monsters
according to any strategy you cook. It's a paid in-app shopping game, but in-app purchases are optional. Legends RuneterraPrice: Free to playLegends Runeterra is a duel game riot games, developers of League of Legends. This game is similar to Clash Royale and Hearthstone. Players collect cards
and build decks around their favorite champion. From there, you can fight people online, improve your strategies, collect more maps, and even duel your friends. There are 24 total champions and the game puts less risk to RNG than most games in the genre. It's newer, but it's pretty good.
MonsterCrafterPrice: Free to playMonsterCrafter is one of the more unique games like Pokemon. This game allows you to create your own monsters instead of giving you a set number to collect. It uses the same graphic style as Minecraft, and it gives players many options for modular designs when it
comes to their monsters. You just build a creature and then fight it against other players. It's a free game, but it's definitely a neat premise with lots of potential customization options. Monster Hunter StoriesPrice: Free Demo / $19.99Monster Hunter Stories is kind of like Pokemon for adults. It's the full
name with a narrative storyline, excellent mechanics, and tons of things to do. It's a pretty sure port version of 3DS, and it lacks any important parts parts Game. The free demo is actually a prequel to the main game and you can port your save in the main version if you decide to buy it. It's pretty
expensive at $19.99, but there are no extra in-app purchases to gum up to work. Most complaints are minor, especially with the latest updates to fix many problems. We have a demo tied to the button below. Neo MonstersPrice: $0.99 with in-app purchasesNeo Monsters is another Pokemon clone. The
game boasts six different worlds and a bunch of things to do. The developers say there is almost 60 hours of play here. Combat features up to four against four battles with up to 16 total monsters. This quote is little more than a standard Pokemon game. There are also over 1000 monsters to collect,
different evolutions to get, and six leagues to win. This is one premium game with some additional, optional in-app purchases. Thanks for reading! Try this: If we missed any great games like Pokemon for Android, tell us about them in the comments! You can also click here to check out our latest Android
app and game lists. Lists. pokemon masters android 32 bit
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